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Welcome
This is your Career Planning Master Class Workbook. Once you have 
watched the training video, please take some time to reflect on these 
questions. It’s one thing to listen to new information – but the real 
change always happens when we take action. I hope this is a small 
step that supports you in seeing what’s possible for your career and 
life.

Warmest,
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CAREER PLANNING

1) Reflect here on why a career plan is necessary for where you’re
currently at, and how it can help you with what comes next in your
career.

2) On a scale from 1 to 10 with 1 being no plan whatsoever and 10
being a rigid detailed plan, where do you currently sit on this career
planning scale?

3) How far up or down do you need to shift on this scale?



PART ONE

Understanding Yourself
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4) Do you have a vision for your life? What does that vision look like?
If you do have a plan, write it out here. If you don’t have one, spend
some time to really dream about what your ideal life could look like.
Write it down.
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5) Is your work purposeful? Are you on your purposeful path? Spend
some time writing down where the meaning currently comes from in
your work. If you want it to be different, reflect on what you think your
purpose is and how you can get more of it in your life.
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6) What are your top 5 strengths? If you haven’t done so already take
the free strengths survey online at www.viacharacter.org and write
them down here.

7) Are you using your top 5 strengths at work each day? Reflect on
how each strength shows up, and how you can use it more at work.

http://www.viacharacter.org
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8) Write down a list of your achievements, skills and key wins over the
past 12 months.
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9) When you feel most confident, what are you doing?
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10) What thoughts trigger limiting beliefs and undermine your
confidence? Write them down here; question the stories by asking ‘is
that true?’ and note down a potential reframe to get you to take action.



PART TWO

Building Your Brand
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11) Are you being authentic in the way that you’re showing up? Write
down the ways you are and are not authentic at work each day.

12) When you think about your career, what do you want to be known
for?
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13) What’s your personal brand narrative?

14) Have you done a personal brand audit online? Write down what
you found and any actions you need to take.
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15) Do your behaviors support your personal brand?



PART THREE

Getting the Support 
You Need
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16) Do you know the difference between a mentor and a sponsor?
Write down your understanding here.

17) Who are your current mentors? Are they informal or formal
relationships? Write down their names and relationships here.
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18) Is there a particular area of your career where you need the
guidance or help of a new mentor? Where can you find your mentors?

19) Do you have a sponsor? What is the essence of that relationship?
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20) Who could you ask to sponsor you, and for what purpose?



PART FOUR

Taking Action
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21) Considering all of your answers above, what are the actions that you
need to take now to move you forward?
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Megan Dalla-Camina is a strategist, speaker, writer, and researcher on women, 
leadership and work. Before becoming a thriving entrepreneur she spent two decades 
as a senior executive in global organizations such as GE, PwC and IBM; first as an 
award winning Marketing Director, and most recently as Head of Strategy for IBM, 
including remits for Gender Diversity and Organizational Culture and Change. Well 
known for her capacity to inspire and empower, while keeping it real, Megan is 
passionate about changing the conversation about women, work, leadership and 
success, to one that drives positive change.

Megan holds a Masters degree in Business Management from MGSM and a second 
Masters degree in Wellness (Positive Psychology) from RMIT where she received the 
Vice Chancellors Award for Academic Excellence. With a PhD currently underway in 
gender studies, Megan blends science, spirit and experience to drive results that 
matter. Her work has been referred to by Forbes as “brave” and by Naomi Wolf as 
“refreshing”. She has significant experience in all aspects of women’s leadership; from 
leading the gender strategy at IBM for almost a decade, being a founding 
implementation leader in the Male Champions of Change initiative lead by the Australian 
Human Rights Commissioner, to now being a sought after strategist, thought leader 
and researcher creating a new frontier for women and work.

Megan won the inaugural NAB/Women’s Agenda award for Leader in the Private 
Sector, and she has been nominated for Telstra Business Woman of the Year twice. 
Her work and writing has been featured in Forbes, Fortune, Fast Company, Huffington 
Post, Psychology Today, NBC, Fox Business, CBS News, Marie Claire, Elle, Wellbeing, 
Women's Agenda and more. She is the author of the best selling book Getting Real 
About Having It All (Hay House) and the forthcoming Lead Like A Woman.

www.megandallacamina.com

https://www.facebook.com/Megan-Dalla-Camina-265110326849241/
https://www.instagram.com/megandallacamina/
http://www.megandallacamina.com
https://twitter.com/mdallacamina
https://twitter.com/mdallacamina
http://www.megandallacamina.com/contact
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Are you ready?
If you would like to go deeper and really create the career 
and life of your dreams, then you want to join The Career 
Toolkit program.

Join an amazing group of women just like you who are 
experiencing career and life changing transformations. 

Get instant access to ten incredible modules with the 
guidance you need to really breakthrough, including: 
• Creating your life vision
• Working with purpose
• The power of a career plan
• Using your strengths
• Closing the confidence gap
• Building your personal brand
• Leveraging mentors and sponsors
• Owning your feminine power
• Knowing when it’s time to change, and
• Building an exit strategy.

With immediate online access to all of the modules with audio 
podcasts, detailed workbooks and inspirational resources, 

it’s everything you could ever need to create exactly what you 
want for your career and life.  Learn more.

http://www.thetoolkitseries.com
http://www.thetoolkitseries.com
http://www.thetoolkitseries.com

